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ABSTRACT
Burmese is a complex tone language with five lexical
tones
showing
multi-dimensional
phonetic
distinctions in pitch, duration, and phonation. It also
has rich intonation phenomena on the sentence level.
A salient quotation intonation commonly occurs on
the last syllable of a quoted sentence. This paper
presents a production experiment investigating the
interaction of quotation intonation with different
lexical tones in Burmese. The results showed that the
F0 contrasts between different lexical tones were
enhanced in the quotation context and the duration
difference was partially neutralized in quotations.
This phenomenon is distinct from replacive tonal
alternation ([14]) and from the realisation of focus in
Burmese ([11]). Our findings demonstrate how
different dimensions of prosody, viz. F0 height, F0
contour and duration, depart from their default
settings in a lexical tone and change independently in
opposite directions for the sentence-level function.

tone

pitch contour phonation intensity duration

Creaky
a̰

very
high

sharp
fall

creaky

high

less
long

Low
à

low

early
fall

breathy

low

fairly
long

fairly
late fall breathy
high

high

very
long

high

short

High
á

Checked very
aʔ
high

sharp
fall

creaky

Neutral
very
variable level normal
low
ə
short
Table 1: Phonetic properties of Burmese lexical tones
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper reports on a semantically significant
sentence intonation that marks quotation in Burmese.
In the following example (1a), the Low tone particle
tɛ̀ occurs in sentence final position and has its usual
low rising contour. In (1b), the same sentence appears
before a quotation marker; tɛ̀ as the last syllable of the
quoted sentence then has a rather different realization
from tɛ̀ in (1a). This paper catches this hearing
impression and provides an initial survey of the
realization of distinct lexical tones in the context of
quotation in Burmese. The results of the study aim at
adding new insights to the emerging and intriguing
area of sentence intonation in complex tone
languages. The target syllable in quotation context is
rendered bold in this paper to indicate its special
form.
(1) a. ná.lɛ̀-tɛ̀
understand-REAL
(I) understood.
b. ná.lɛ̀-tɛ̀
lo̰
understand-REAL QUOT
(He) said (he) understood

Modern standard Burmese has a complex tone
system with five lexical tones: Low, High, Creaky,
Checked and Neutral. Every syllable in Burmese is
lexically specified for one of these five tones. These
tones show multi-dimensional phonetic distinctions
in pitch, phonation, duration, intensity, and vowel
quality, and have different manifestations in phrasemedial and phrase-final positions (c.f. [8, 2, 13, 4, 5]).
The table below summarises the phonetic properties
of Burmese lexical tones in citation form.

pjò-tɛ̀
speak-REAL
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Burmese exhibits rich phenomena of sentencelevel tonal alternation. For instance, the ‘Induced
Creaky Tone’ replaces High or Low tone in certain
contexts, the possessor marking function of it is
analysed as a tonal particle in [14]; an experiment on
the realization of focus on Low tone elements in
Burmese ([11]) showed that a Low tone object
constituent in focus has a higher F0 and longer
duration.
The quotation intonation is another phenomenon
where sentence intonation interacts with lexical tones
in Burmese. Example (2) further demonstrates the
nature of this intonation. The form lo̰ in (1b) is a
quotation marker but the same form in (2a) means
“because”, hence only the syllable immediately
before the quotation lo̰ in (1b) acquires the special
intonation. In addition, there is another quotation
marker tɛ̰ as in (2b), where the syllable immediately
before this particle also shows quotation intonation,
as in the audio records accompanying Tang & Ne
Win’s [12] Burmese textbook. The quotation
particles can even be omitted, leaving the intonation
alone to mark quotation. Therefore, we are discussing

an actually functional quotation intonation, not a
special tone change before a particular particle.
(2) a. ə.sé.ə.wé ʃḭ
lo̰
meeting exist
because
Because (I) have meetings.
b. ə.sé.ə.wé ʃḭ
lo̰
tɛ̰
meeting
exist
because QUOT
He said the reason is he has meetings. ([12])

Only an impressionistic description of this
intonation can be found in the literature, viz. [9], “the
word immediately preceding this marker is usually
pronounced with lengthened vowel and often high
pitch, while the marker itself is lowered and short.”
There is yet no detailed discussion of the quotation
intonation and no experimental study on the exact
form of this intonation and its realization on syllables
with different lexical tones. The experiment
presented in this paper thus represents a first attempt
to provide an objective description of quotation
intonation in Burmese. Our research questions
include:
• What is the exact form of Burmese quotation
intonation? Does it agree with the impression
in [9]?
o Is the syllable always lengthened?
o Is the F0 always higher?
• How does quotation intonation interact with
different lexical tones?
o Does it overwrite lexical tones? or
o Do they keep their inherent contrast?
• How is the form of Burmese quotation
intonation related to the form of focus as
described by [11]?
o Are they similar or different?
2. METHOD
2.1. Participants

Five young native speakers of Burmese from Yangon
or Mandalay were recruited as participants of the
production experiment. Their details are shown
below in Table 2.
speaker

age group

sex

home town

second
language

1

21-25

M

Yangon

English

2

30-35

F

Yangon

English

3

30-35

M

Mandalay

English

4

21-25

F

Yangon

English

5

21-25

F

Yangon

English

2.2. Material and procedures

The participants were presented with a list of phrases.
They were asked to first read the phrases
independently, then read them in the sentence frame
(3). They were asked to read the sentences as if they
were in a casual conversation with friends.
θù
he

(3) ________________ lo̰
QUOT
“_____________”, he said.

pjò-tɛ̀
say-REAL

Target stimuli differing in the tone (Low, High
Creaky, Checked) on the last syllable were used (see
Table 3). As Neutral tone never appears on the right
edge of words, it is not relevant in this task. In order
to achieve meaningful phrases, the length of the
phrases was not controlled. A full list of target
syllables is shown in Table 3.
syllable

tone

syllable

tone

tɛ̀
tɛ́

Low

ka̰

Creaky

High

High

tɛ̰

Creaky

lɛ́
kɛ̰

Creaky

tɛʔ

Checked

pɔ̰

Creaky

là

Low

thwɛʔ

Checked

lá

High

laiʔ

Checked

la̰

Creaky

pú

High

taiʔ

Checked

laʔ
Checked
Table 3: Target syllables

A total of 173 sentence tokens from the five
speakers were recorded and analysed.
2.4. Data analysis

The raw sound data were segmented by the syllable
on Praat ([1]). The segmented data were then fed into
ProsodyPro ([15]) (ver. 5.7.8.1) to extract acoustical
measurements. Raw F0 values were converted into
semitones with speaker-mean F0 as reference. The
resultant acoustic data were subsequently analyzed
using Smoothing Spline ANOVA (SS ANOVA) ([5])
in order to assess if the F0 contours of different
conditions differed from one another at different
points in time. In a SS ANOVA plot, the width of a
contour shows 95% Bayesian confidence interval. At
any point along the x-axis, if two conditions do not
overlap, they are considered significantly different
from each other.
3. RESULTS
3.1. An example: tɛ

Figure 1 below compares typical examples of the
speakers’ production of the syllable tɛ in four
different tones in sentence final position (1a) and

Table 2: Participants
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immediately before the quotation particle (1b). We
can see that both the F0 contours and durations look
rather different in (1a) and in (1b). Intuitively, the
shape of the lines becomes similar while the distance
between the lines is larger in the context of quotation.
The next subsections disentangle the different
dimensions and present the results of statistical tests
on
F0
and
duration
respectively.

Figure 3 shows the realization of High tone in
different environments. High tone has a gentle falling
contour in the sentence final position, and it has a
slight rising contour in quotation final position. This
difference is not significant in the SS ANOVA test
either.

Figure 3: SS ANOVA plot comparing High tone in sentence final
and quotation final positions.

The Creaky tone has a sharp falling contour both
in sentence final and in quotation final position. There
are a few individual cases where a Creaky tone
syllable is produced with a rising contour in quotation
final position, but these cases are not reflected in
Figure 4. In Figure 4, the F0 is even higher in
quotation final position than in sentence final
position, and this difference is significant.

(1a) Mean F0 and duration of tɛ̀, tɛ́, tɛ̰, tɛʔ in sentence final
position

(1b) Mean F0 and duration of tɛ̀, tɛ́, tɛ̰, tɛʔ in quotation
final position
Figure 1: Comparing mean F0 and duration of the
syllable tɛ in different contexts
Figure 4: SS ANOVA plot comparing Creaky tone in sentence
final and quotation final positions

3.2 F0

In Figures (2-5), the blue ribbon represents a tone in
sentence final position and the pink ribbon represents
the tone in quotation final position.
Figure 2 compares the realisation of Low tone
syllables in sentence final and in quotation final
positions. It has the usual low-rising F0 contour in
sentence final position, and the F0 is even lower in
quotation final position. As the two contours overlap
in the SS ANOVA plot, the F0 difference is not
significant.

Similar to Creaky tone, Checked tone also has a
sharp fall in sentence final position. In quotation final
contexts, this fall is kept in some individual cases, but
is changed into a high rising contour in most cases.
The overall trend is a significantly raised F0 in
quotation final position as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: SS ANOVA plot comparing Checked tone in sentence
final and quotation final positions.

Figure 2: SS ANOVA plot comparing Low tone in sentence final
and quotation final positions.
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The following Figures 6 and 7 summarise the
shape of the four tones in sentence final and quotation
final positions. It is quite clear that the distance
between the tones is wider in quotation final position
than in sentence final position, and the falling contour
of High, Creaky and Checked tones is either not as

steep as in sentence final position or altered to a rising
contour in quotations.

4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Main findings

Figure 6: Four tones in sentence final position

Figure 7: Four tones in quotation final position

3.3. Duration

Figure 8 shows the duration differences. In
quotations, Low tone and High tones are shorter on
average, while Creaky and Checked tones syllables
were longer. Independent samples t-tests revealed
that the difference in duration between Quotation and
Statement was highly significant for Creaky tone
(t(47.75) = 4.44, p < .001), and marginally significant
for Checked tone (t(49.86) = 1.61, p = .113).

First, the last syllable in quotation was not always
lengthened. The duration difference between the
syllable in sentence final and quotation final position
was not significant except for Creaky and Checked
tones. As the two shorter tones were lengthened, the
duration contrast between the tones was reduced in
quotation contexts.
Second, F0 was not always higher on the last
syllable of quotations. High, Creaky and Checked
tones were higher in quotations, while Low tone
syllables were even lower in quotations. The overall
F0 contrast between different lexical tones was
maintained and even enhanced instead of neutralized.
Meanwhile, the falling High and Checked tones
acquired a rising contour in quotations.
Third, as the F0 of Low tone was not higher in
quotations, its form was different from the realization
of Low tone under focus, which is raised in the
description of focus in [11].
These results provide us with an overview of how
Burmese marks the quotation function by means of
prosody while maintaining the identities of the lexical
tones. Although Table 1 introduces a complex
package of features for each lexical tone, we saw in
this study that different dimensions can change
independently in opposite directions on the sentence
level: to compensate for the more similar F0 contour
and duration properties, the overall F0 height contrast
of the tones was enhanced in quotations.
4.2. Limitations and suggestions for future research

(8a) Low tone

(8b) High tone

(8c) Creaky tone

(8d) Checked tone

As an initial survey of a new phenomenon, this study
sacrifices depth and detail of individual cases for a
broad general overview of the phenomena. Some of
the subcases in this study, for instance, the realization
of certain sentence final particles in different
contexts, might provide interesting topics for further
research.
Further measurements on the existing data can be
conducted, for example, the phonation difference of
the target syllables in different contexts and the
realizations of the preceding syllables in these
contexts.
Future experiments could be conducted with two
speakers in the same experiment session, in which
one reports the speech of the other, to imitate the
utterance of quotation in natural context. Further
perception tasks can also be conducted to explain our
hearing impression and its correlates in the complex
manifestation of sentence intonation.

Figure 8: Duration of the four tones in sentence final and in
quotation final positions
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